SOLENT
VENUE GUIDE

A visitor’s guide to racing the 2017 Dragon
Edinburgh Cup courses in the Central Solent
Essential advice from Solent ‘local apprentice’ Graham Bailey

IN AND OUT OF THE HARBOUR

THE SOLENT

remains one of the premier racing
venues in the world. The huge variety of available race-tracks
have been enjoyed by club racers, championship and grandprix sailors for many decades but few informative texts on
central Solent racing exist. This guide is aimed at first-time
visitors to the Solent’s championship courses but is also a first
step in demystifying the broader treasures of the Solent for
those who may wish to stay on for Cowes Week.
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A

new breakwater protects the harbour entrance
with the main deep-water channel passing
between it and the Western shore plus a small boat
channel running to the East. This has created a
reasonably strong cross-current in the main fairway
at certain states of the tide which is perfectly
navigable but you do have to look out for this as
you approach the junction with the small boat
channel as it will push you sideways.
The small boat channel is very well marked but

within a couple of hours of low water it is easy to
run aground to the South of the channel. So, if in
doubt, use the main fairway entrance and just keep
an eye out for the traffic.
Once out of the harbour you will cross the main
shipping channel on the way to the start line, if we
are racing on the Bramble plateau, so watch out
for some very large ships travelling rather fast –
don’t try and cross ahead of them unless you have
considerably more than 500 metres to spare.

WIND AND TIDE RESOURCES

T

here are various instruments mounted on the
Bramble Stake which is smack bang in the
middle of the Solent and likely to be within 200
meters of the weather mark if we are racing on the
Bramble plateau in prevailing south-westerly winds.
The instrument readings, including current wind
speed and direction, tide height, barometric
pressure, sea temperature, air temperature and
visibility, together with historical and archive data,
can all be viewed online at www.bramblemet.
co.uk although not of course whilst racing.
There are detailed tidal atlases available, the
first of which I believe was researched by Uffa
Fox some 80 years ago. This excellent work has
only recently been surpassed by a local enthusiast,
Graham Sutherland, who has used the latest
techniques to measure tidal flows for the entire
Solent. These are available in (water-resistant) book
form or electronically from www.winningtides.
co.uk or from local chandlers. One could attempt a
descriptive prose on what the tide is doing but this
is not now necessary in light of this excellent tidal
authority which gives the ebb and flood speed and

direction at half-hourly intervals.
The electronic version has corrections for spring
or neap tides plus many other features to help
familiarise competitors with the various race tracks.
Winning Tides have kindly allowed me to reproduce
a sample of their work for the purpose of this article
and I have no hesitation in recommending their
product to anyone intending to race in the Solent.

TIDE

I

t may be helpful to briefly summarise the tidal
considerations.

• The tide floods to the East and ebbs to the West
• The ebb is stronger than the flood and so does
not last so long, but apart from that, the features
of the flood are largely mirrored in the ebb with
the exception of some local features, which are
graphically represented in Winning Tides.
• When the flood tide reaches the central Solent,
the flow diverges and accordingly slows down.
The main stream continues down the South
side of the Solent towards Portsmouth while the
Northern stream heads up towards Southampton
water. It is this divergence which has created
the Bramble Bank which famously dries out
sufficiently at low springs to host a cricket match.
• About 2½ hours before high water, the ebb
begins on the North shore and just off the Royal
Yacht Squadron close to the beach heading
West. For a significant period of time therefore,
the tide can be flooding in the centre and
ebbing on the edges. This does not affect the
championship courses but certainly provides
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scope for entertainment during Cowes Week
“round the cans” racing.
• The main championship race track to the East
of the Bramble Stake is in the ‘divergent’
zone, where the tidal flows are significantly
slower than those in the main channels. So
tide is less of a factor and a clever race
officer can position the track to give balanced
choices between the two sides of the beat.
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There is a channel (the North Channel) running
through this area for smaller tonnage to get to
and from Southampton without going the long
way round the West side of Bramble.
• Heading West from the mainland shore at Leeon-the-Solent, the sea bed shelves gently before
reaching maximum depth in the North Channel
and then becoming shallow again on the
Bramble plateau. The modest draft of the Dragon

enables us to navigate the Bramble plateau at
all states of the tide but you can run aground on
the bank itself within an hour or so either side of
high water. The shallows are roughly North and

West of the Bramble stake – they won’t come
into play during the racing but could do on the
way home.

WIND
South Westerly usually wins those contests but quite
often there can be very little wind in the central
Solent until their differences are resolved.
Aside from sea-breezes, the main features of the
gradient driven winds are as follows:

GRADIENT WINDS
Westerly
SEA-BREEZE

A

few words then about the wind. Early July
will have some potential for sea-breeze
generation. The signs to look out for are a strong
sun and bubble cumulus cloud appearing over the
mainland shore to the North and North East. The
main sea-breeze direction is from the South West.
It can arrive quite suddenly. On a good sea-breeze
day, the wind will come in before 10.30am at
about 10 to 12 knots from the South West and then
build to about 18 to 22 knots or sometimes more.
On a less good sea-breeze day, the wind may not
come in until 3 or 4pm.
There is an alternative sea-breeze direction. It
can come in from the South East. It is possible to
have the two opposing breezes competing against
each other with the South Easterly starting first. The

The South Westerly is the most common wind
direction. This is a relatively stable direction and
will allow for a long windward leg to be set
commencing near the Lee-on-the-Solent shore, with
the weather mark placed on the Bramble plateau
or just South of it. In this scenario, if the start line is
sufficiently close to the lee shore, the tidal flow will
be parallel to the shore, then further up the beat, it
will be closer to the direction of the wind.
Watch out for the cross-tide start line therefore,
and keep a look out for any shipping using the
North Channel which we are likely to cross about
20% of the way up the beat.
Left, right and middle options are always
available on this track but if the windward mark is
placed to the South of the Bramble Stake, there is
a tendency often for the left to come out ahead in
both a flood and an ebb tide.
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Conversely, if the weather mark is to the North of
the stake, then the right can do well. It all depends
on where the mark is placed. It may be that we
do not get within half a mile of the Bramble stake
but if we do and the mark is positioned to the left
it will be in deep water, so while the left side can
come out ahead, the final approach on a flood tide
should be from the shallows at the top right. The
ebb is less critical.
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Toward the end of the run remember that the tide
will bend approaching the lee shore. So, if we are
in a full flood, it is easy to say ‘let’s go down the
South side of the run for maximum tidal stream’,
but then the tide curves towards Portsmouth as the
lee shore approaches and the danger is that before
you know it you have sailed beyond the port lay
line to the mark. Classic and common error here
which we continually re-learn.

Easterly
Easterlies are common also. A typical Easterly will
feature blue skies and a slight haze. If we get this,
these winds are very stable and straight. The track
is likely to be set to the East of the North Channel
and if the wind is to the South of East as it often
is, the leg will be almost parallel to the mainland
shore. The tide is straightforward, with less inshore
and more offshore, but be aware that within 2½
hours of HW, the tide on the shore will turn first.

those gusts, so if you have done your port tack early,
you will have a nice right-hander with increased
pressure to come back to the middle.
Conversely a North Easterly will back, so if you
headed left, you will be on a nice pressured-up port
tack back to the fleet.

Wind wise, there tends to be more wind nearer
the shore in this direction so left for the wind is
generally good but right options counter-balance
this in a flood tide. The ebb tide will be more of a
left game.

Apart from Owen’s Rule, the other thing to look
out for is that if the track is set parallel to the Leeon-the-Solent shore, ie the opposite way to the
South Easterly above, there is likely to be less
wind near the shore. That is not to say that the
left will always come out ahead since right shifts
are regularly dispensed nearer the shore. This is
usually a direction for staying offshore, taking the
shifts and keeping your head when you see the big
right-handers on the other side of the beat.

Northerly

Southerly

‘When the wind is in the North, go North’. These
famous words were uttered by Owen Parker who
skippered Ted Heath’s Morning Cloud in the 1970s
and have crystallised into Solent lore.

Southerlies occur less frequently but when they do,
they are also reasonable shifty. Owen’s Rule has
no application to this reverse direction. In fact, it is
more the case that, if the wind is in the South go East
or West. Generally, the wind in the Western Solent
will be more West and conversely, the wind in the
Eastern Solent will have more East. Either corner
could pay therefore depending on placement of the
weather mark.

It took me several seasons to work out what he
meant because if the wind is in the North, you go
North in the same way as if the wind is in the West,
you go West – I thought.
What I think he meant is this – if the wind is
anywhere in the Northern sector, take the tack
nearest the North first. If the wind is North West for
example, then get onto port early or if it is North
East, stay on starboard.
In both scenarios, the wind is unstable but the
big gains are with gusts that come straight down
Southampton Water. A North Westerly will veer in

SUMMARY
We have only scratched the surface of this topic
with a few thoughts to get your head around
the central Solent race track, which I hope will
not have polluted the minds of the free-thinking
visitor.
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Products mentioned are available from Chandlers in Cowes or online from www.winningtides.co.uk
• Winning Knowledge
• Winning Tides
• Super Zoom (Hillhead Plateau) ESSENTIAL
• Wet notes
• Buoy Racer laminated race chart with mark numbers on for start area and where you are detail ESSENTIAL

For all event information, visit www.edinburghcup.org
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